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Teachers’ Beliefs, Classroom Norms and Discourse, and Equity in

Mathematics Classrooms*

Sunghwan Hwang (Boston College, USA)

The purpose of this study was to examine the

relations among mathematics teachers’ beliefs, classroom

norms and discourse, and equity issues in mathematics

classrooms. In order to achieve this purpose, three

teachers who work in the same school were analyzed.

The analysis revealed that the participating teachers’

beliefs about mathematics teaching and learning and

about their students’ abilities and motivation influenced

the establishment of classroom norms and discourses

that defined what students needed to do to be

successful mathematics learners. Also, classroom norms

and discourse affected the development of students’

identity and power and the level of equity in the

classroom.

I. Introduction

Recently, issues of educational equity have been

addressed by many mathematics educators and

several National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics’ (NCTM) documents (Gutiérrez, 2007;

Rubel, 2017; NCTM, 2000, 2014). Researchers have

argued that students are provided opportunities to

discuss mathematical concepts and procedures with

others in mathematics classroom, and such

opportunities influence equity issues in the
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classroom by connecting students’ identity, power,

and authority (Bishop, 2012; Cobb, Gresalfi, &

Hodge, 2009; Esmonde, 2012, 2014). The status of

equity and students’ identity developed through

interaction in the classroom make them position as

novice or experts in mathematics, and the

established identity influences their participation in

future class and mathematics outcomes (Esmonde,

2012; Gutiérrez, 2007). If educators do not consider

equity issues in the mathematics classroom,

therefore, “the rich [high achievers] got richer”

(Moschkovich, 2012, p. 92) and the poor (lower

achievers) got poorer. In this perspective, Principles

and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM,

2000) explicitly includes equity as one of the six

principles for school mathematics: “Excellence in

mathematics education requires equally-high

expectations and strong support for all students” (p.

12).

In order to investigate equity issues in

mathematics classrooms, most of the studies have

examined students’ classroom participation patterns

and teachers’ instructional practices in reference to

classroom norms and discourse as constructed by

teachers (Hanna, 2003; Tate, 1997; Wagner &

Borden, 2012; Wiggan, 2007). This is because

teachers select mathematics topics from the

curriculum materials and determine what and how

the topics are taught to students (Brown, 2009;

Stein, Remillard, & Smith, 2007). Given that

individual students’ identity and power are

influenced by their teachers (Cobb et al., 2009;

Yackel & Cobb, 1996), the teacher is seen as the
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mediator of equity issues in the classroom.

Therefore, we might shed light on equity issues in

mathematics classrooms by investigating teachers’

characteristics (e.g., knowledge and beliefs) and the

classroom norms and discourse they establish.

In particular, teachers’ beliefs can provide insight

into how equity issues are addressed in the

classroom because they have been found to be

predictors of students’ learning experiences

(Mewborn & Cross, 2007). Specifically, researchers

have found that mathematics teachers’ beliefs affect

their classroom discourse (Sherin, 2002), instructional

practices (Stipek, Givvin, Salmon, & MacGyvers,

2001), and curriculum implementations and

evaluation of students’ understanding (Remillard &

Bryans, 2004). The purpose of this study, therefore,

is to analyze equity issues in mathematics

classrooms by connecting teachers’ beliefs and their

classroom norms and discourse.

II. Literature Review

The first section of the review explores the

history and definition of equity. The next section

concerns students’ construction of identity and how

it affects the way equity issues are addressed in the

classroom by connecting with sociocultural theory.

The third section is focused on the relationship

between mathematics teachers’ beliefs and practices.

The last section summarizes and synthesizes the

three areas of the literature to form the conceptual

framework of this study.

1. Equity in Mathematics Education

1.1. History of Issues of Equity

In the U.S., the interest in equity in mathematics

education can be traced to three events (Martin,

2003; Parks & King, 2007). First, research on

mathematics achievement has found that although all

students presumably had access to equal education

after the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

the benefits of schooling different based on students’

backgrounds, such as race, gender, and class (Reyes

& Stanic, 1988). Second, some educators realized

that the structure of school systems and

organization of knowledge were designed to serve a

specific group of people. Apple (1979), for example,

argued that the knowledge and principles taught and

the evaluation system used in schools were created

by people from dominant groups, and schools applied

these criteria to determine what constituted formal

knowledge and to measure students’ success in

learning it without considering a diversity of

students’ backgrounds. As a result, mathematics

curricula and teachers’ instructional practices were

likely to benefit students from dominant groups and

in this way, schools worked as an agency

reproducing social inequality (Apple, 1979; Deng &

Luke, 2008; Ladson-Billings, 1995). In this

perspective, Apple conceptualized formal corpus of

school knowledge (p. 7), building on the idea of the

hidden curriculum coined by Jackson (1968).

The last event, occurring in the 1980s, was the

revelation that U.S. students’ mathematical

achievements were far behind those of students in

other countries (Martin, 2003; Parks & King, 2007;

Schoenfeld, 2002). Students’ low mathematical

abilities, including reasoning and problem solving,

raised concerns about the lack of skillful workers in

the future. In addition, given that most marginalized

students had low mathematics achievement, A

Nation at Risk report (Gardner, Larsen, Baker,

Campbell, & Crosby, 1983) claimed that high

expectations and goals should be set for all

students, reflecting the belief that the principles of

achieving equity for all students.

In their book, Radical Equations, Black civil right

leaders Moses and Cobb (2001), who also organized

the Algebra Project, identified mathematics literacy

as a civil right issue. Since marginalized people’s
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limited economic access was related to their

mathematics literacy, Moses and Cobb argued that

students’ lack of mathematics literacy was a critical

problem in an increasingly technological society, like

the problem of the lack of Black voters in 1960’s.

math literacy-and algebra in particular-is the key to

the future of disenfranchised communities… That’s

what I think, and believe with all of my heart (p. 5).

Building on Moses and Cobb, Schoenfeld (2002)

also argued that in order to achieve equity in

society, mathematics educators should not let

marginalized students fail in mathematics.

1.2. Definition of Equity

At first, the terms “equality” and “equity” were

used interchangeably in the literature. Thus,

mathematics educators believed that guaranteeing

equal access to high-quality education would

achieve equity (Secada, 1989). The Curriculum and

Evaluation Standards For School Mathematics

(NCTM, 1989), for example, stated that to achieve

equity, “women and various ethnic groups [must]

enjoy equal opportunities and equitable treatment”

(p. 4). However, there was no specific discussion of

how to support the learning of students from

marginalized groups. However, as the concept

evolved, equity called not only for equal

opportunities but also for similar outcomes.

According to Berne and Stiefel (1984), equity could

be differentiated horizontally and vertically.

Horizontal equity was focused on whether students

were equally treated regarding educational resources

and teacher quality. Vertical equity concerned

whether students were provided unique resources

based on their characteristics to achieve similar

outcomes. Crenshaw (1988), a law professor at

UCLA and Columbia, also suggested two types of

equity based on the anti-discrimination law. The

first was equity in a process and the other was

equity as a result, which could be called “the

expansive view (as opposed to) the restrictive view”

(p. 1341).

Given the two types of equity, the new NCTM

(2000) standard (Principles and Standards for School

Mathematics) described equity as including not only

equal opportunities for all but also additional

supports for marginalized students. The standard

asked teachers to modify their teaching practices

and assessment and to provide additional learning

resources (e.g., technology) so as to accommodate

marginalized students. Going one step further,

Gutierrez (2002) argued for dispelling any

stereotypes about students’ mathematical abilities

and any barriers to student learning (liberation, Fig

1) and suggested a working definition of equity

called for

Erasure of the ability to predict student mathematics

achievement and participation solely on

characteristics such as race, class, ethnicity, sex,

beliefs, and creeds, and proficiency in the dominant

language (p. 153).

[Fig. 1] Illustration of Equality, Equity, and Liberation

(Excerpted from Kuttner, 2016)

Although Gutierrez’s (2002) definition of equity

was widely used by mathematics educators, when

studies did not address race, class, and ethnicity, the

definition could not be applied properly. In addition,

sometimes the influence of those factors was not

visibly observable (Esmonde, 2012; Mercado, 2017).

Thus, Esmonde defined equity as “fair distribution

of opportunities to learn” (p. 52). She also suggested

researchers could investigate equity issues in the

classroom in terms of such factors as students’

participation, identity, and discourse, by focusing on
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classroom practices without considering students’

race, class, and SES.

2. Equity in Mathematics Classrooms

2.1. Sociocultural Theory and Equity

The influence of classroom practices on equity

issues in mathematics classrooms could be explained

building on sociocultural learning theory. According

to the theory, students’ learning and development

are influenced by not only their cognitive

development but also social factors (Mahn, 1999).

Vygotsky (1978) argued, “on the one hand, he [the

student] is totally dependent on organisms… on the

other hand, he [the student] reaps the benefits of a

socially developed and optimal setting for learning”

(p. 132). Vygotsky (1986, 1978) also argued that

language, as a mediating tool, influences students’

personal development, and their internalized language

affects the ways in which students acquired new

knowledge, interacted with others, and managed

their behaviors. Thus, when teachers gave power to

students, which means that they considered

students’ identity and voices during the instruction,

their students accomplished great improvement in

mathematics outcomes (Gutstein, 2003;

Ladson-Billings, 1997).

Given that equity could not be achieved without

consideration of the construction of students’ identity

and power in the classroom, Gutierrez (2002)

suggested four dimensions of equity based on the

sociocultural theory that mathematics educators

should consider: access, achievement, identity and

power (p. 19). Access is focused on the availability

of high-quality curriculum, resources, and teaching.

Achievement concerns student outcomes. Identity

refers to whether mathematical activities are related

to their lives and how students’ practices and

perspectives are valued. Lastly, power examines

whether and how authority is distributed in the

mathematics classroom and whose voices are heard,

such as who dominates talk, how new tasks are

taken up, and how students make a contribution to

mathematics learning.

2.2. Classroom Norms and Equity

Students’ engagement in classroom activities is

evaluated and regulated by classroom norms.

Following mathematics classroom norms, therefore,

students are likely to develop specific normative

identities (as “doers of mathematics” [Cobb et al.,

2009, p. 43]), which contributed to the construction

of personal identity (Cobb & Hodge, 2010;

Henningsen & Stein, 1997; Yackel & Cobb, 1996). In

terms of classroom obligations, Cobb et al. (2009)

found that when authority was distributed and

opportunities provided for students to legitimately

exercise agency in the mathematics classroom,

students could develop positive identities. On the

other hand, when only teachers had power and

asked students to solve problems using procedures

they introduced, students could not realize their

power and exercise agency in the classroom and did

not feel any responsibility for their learning (Cobb

& Hodge, 2010). Over time, some students might

feel that they were not competent because their

ideas, which were not aligned with the teacher’s

one-correct-answer procedures, were disregarded

(Solomon, 2008; Wortham, 2004).

Focusing on the relationship between classroom

norms and students’ power, Freire (1970), the author

of Pedagogy of the Oppressed, claimed that in

order to emancipate oppressed students and help

them become critical thinkers, teachers had to

dispense with certain teaching practices and

attitudes, including the following;

(a) the teacher teaches and the students are taught;

(b) the teacher talks and the students listen; (c) the

teacher chooses and enforces his/her choice, and

the students comply; and (d) the teacher confuses

the authority of knowledge with his or her own

professional authority, which she or he sets in
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opposition to the freedom of the students (Of ten

practices, this study introduced four of them) (p.

73).

Freire also differentiated Banking education

(teacher-centered education) and Problem-solving

education (student-centered education). In the

banking education model, teachers and students are

regarded as depositors and depositories, respectively.

While teachers, having authority, transmit knowledge

to and discipline students, students are asked to

receive and memorize the bestowed knowledge and

comply with teachers’ guidance without freedom in

the banking model. In the problem-solving model,

however, knowledge is co-constructed through

classroom dialogue. The role of teachers is to create

a classroom environment which facilitates students’

active learning, and students are guided to critically

investigate all content and materials in the process

of acquiring knowledge.

Freire’s (1970) description of the problem-solving

model resonates with standards-based mathematics

teaching as suggested by NCTM (2000, 2014)

documents, which call on teachers to focus on

student’s problem solving and reasoning to help

them develop conceptual understanding. In the

standards-based learning environments, students’

investigations and discourses are encouraged and

students can choose a problem-solving strategy

from a range of options based on conceptual

understanding. Consequently, all students can

participate in reasoning process regardless of their

previous mathematics abilities and backgrounds, and

marginalized students’ identity and power, as well

as equity in the classroom, are developed (Rubel,

2017).

2.3. Classroom Discourse and Equity

One of the critical aspects of teacher’s

instructional practice is mediating students’ learning

and mathematical content through classroom

discourse. Since “discourse is used to highlight the

ways in which knowledge is constructed and

exchanged in classrooms” (Ball, 1991, p. 44), what

students do and how they learn depend on teachers’

discourse practices (Franke, Kazemi, & Battey, 2007

). Moreover, as illustrated by de Freitas and

Zolkower's (2009) research, discourse has power, so

classroom discourse patterns influence students’

awareness of identity, power, and equity issues

(Gee, 2011). In terms of types of discourse, Cobb,

Boufi, McClain, and Whitenack (1997) highlighted

the importance of reflective discourse, in which

“mathematical activity is objectified and becomes an

explicit topic of conversation” (p. 258). They found

that the reflective discourse helped students’

mathematical learning, because the students could

objectify and reflect on their and others’

mathematical activities through discourse. Similarly,

Huang, Normandia, and Greer (2005) claimed the

importance of students’ opportunities to speak. This

was because, when students were provided

opportunities to explain their ideas and thoughts,

they could develop mathematical reasoning. Thus,

when individual students are provided equal

opportunities to share their ideas, which means that

power is more equally distributed, a more equitable

mathematics classroom can be constructed (Bishop,

2012).

3. Teachers Beliefs and Practices

The study of teachers’ mathematical beliefs

continues to receive attention in the mathematics

education research literature because they influence

teachers’ interpretations of curriculum, subject,

students, and teaching and learning, as well as

classroom cultures (Handal & Herrington, 2003;

Philipp, 2007). Many studies have found alignment

between mathematics’ teachers’ beliefs and their

classroom practices. For example, Remillard and

Bryans (2004) claimed alignment teachers’ beliefs
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with curriculum development and its implementation,

and Cross (2009) reported relationships between

teachers’ beliefs and classroom interactions patterns

and assessment practices.

Nevertheless, some studies have found a

discrepancy between beliefs and practices (e.g.,

Ambrose, 2004; Raymond, 1997). After analyzing

novice elementary mathematics school teachers’

beliefs and practices, Raymond (1997) pointed out

the misalignment between their practices and beliefs

and recommended deeper analysis of teachers’

beliefs about students’ abilities and attitudes to

broaden the research perspective in this area.

Building on Raymond’s study, Francis (2015) studied

two elementary mathematics teachers for three years

and concluded that teachers’ practices were aligned

with student and school factors, not their own

mathematical beliefs. Similarly, Rousseau (2004) and

Warfield, Wood, and Lehman (2005) found that

mathematics teachers’ curriculum implementation

was influenced not by their mathematical beliefs, but

by their beliefs about their students’ abilities and

motivations. It was evidenced by above studies that

mathematics teachers’ beliefs about their students’

abilities and motivations, which have not been a

central focus of research about teachers’

mathematics beliefs, might explain the

inconsistencies between mathematics teachers’ beliefs

and their classroom practices.

4. Interpretative Summary and Conceptual

Framework

As discussed above, teachers’ beliefs influenced

their instructional practices, which in turn affected

students’ development of identity and power as well

as equity issues in the classroom. Therefore, the

conceptual framework of this study was built on

research reported by Yackel and Cobb (1996), Cobb

et al. (2009), and Cobb and Hodge (2010). Yackel

and Cobb’s early study focused on how classroom

norms initiated by teachers influence students’

beliefs [Table 1]. Building on Boaler and Greeno

(2000), however, Cobb extended this research area

to relationships between classroom norms and

students’ personal identity and power (Cobb et al.,

2009) and long-lasting core identity and equity

(Cobb & Hodge, 2010). This is because, increasingly,

it was found that students developed certain types

of identity by participating in classroom activities

and discourse, and that this identity related to

equity issues in the classroom. Building on Cobb’s

research, therefore, this study assumes that

classroom norms and discourses are related to

teachers’ beliefs about mathematics teaching and

learning and their students’ abilities and motivations

and to equity issues including students’ identity and

power. The conceptual framework of this study is

represented in Figure 2.

[Table 1] An Interpretive Framework for Analyzing

Individual and Collective Activity at the Classroom Level

(Excerpted from Yackel & Cobb, 1996, p. 177)
Social

Perspective

Psychological perspective

C l a s s r o o m

social norms

Beliefs about own role, other’s

roles, and the general nature of

mathematical activity in school
Sociomathe-

matics norms

Mathematical beliefs and values

C l a s s r o o m

mathematics

practices

Mathematical conceptions and

activity

[Fig. 2] Conceptual Framework
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aName

 bYT

Name of

Unit
Lesson Topics

Kim

Female

(2)

Ration and

Rate
13. Problem solving

Ratio Graph
4. Making and

interpreting band graph

Choi

Female

(11)

Ration and

Rate
4. Understanding rate

Ratio Graph
6. Understanding circle

graph and making it

An

Male

(10)

Ration and

Rate

11. Comparing population

density

Ratio Graph

Understanding the

relationship between

ratio and rate

Following Esmonde (2012), also, this study

defined equity as equal distribution of learning

opportunities in the mathematics classroom and

defined marginalized students as those who had low

mathematics abilities and were rarely allowed to

participate in classroom discussions. Other students

were defined as dominant students; the terms

dominant students and non-marginalized students

were used interchangeably. Because, compared to

the U.S., where equity issues are discussed in terms

of students’ race and ethnicity differences (Bishop,

2012), students in Seoul are generally homogeneous

regarding those criteria.

Ⅲ. Methods

To get rich information about how teachers’

beliefs related to their instructional practices and

equity issues in mathematics classrooms, this study

used mixed methods approaches. Mixed methods

were useful to get the best understanding of

research questions by analyzing qualitative and

quantitative data (Creswell & Creswell, 2017). In

order to analyze classroom norms, also, exploratory

case study approach was used, which helps

researchers to explore the rationale of the initial

framework or assumptions (Yin, 2003). The case in

this study is an individual teacher and his/her

students, so the individual teachers’ beliefs,

practices, and equity in that classroom were

examined as one unit of analysis. Also, Chi-square

analysis was used to examine similarities or

differences in classroom discourses patterns (Pallant,

2013).

1. Site and Participants

The school selected for the present study was

located in the southwestern part of the capital city,

Seoul. Relative to other schools in Seoul, students’

achievement was low, and many students came

from low SES backgrounds. Three teachers of the

school [Table 2] were intentionally selected for two

reasons. First, teachers who taught the same grade

level (Grade 6) and so used the same curriculum

were selected on the assumption that mathematics

curriculum and students’ characteristics (e.g., ages)

affected teachers’ beliefs and practices (Alba, 2001;

Remillard, 2005; Skott, 2009). Also, teachers who had

graduated from the same undergraduate teacher

education program were selected to control for

effects of pre-service training on their beliefs and

practices (Darling-Hammond, 2000; Mizell & Cates,

2004). In addition, I asked participating teachers to

teach the same unit to control for factors other than

teachers’ beliefs because students’ participation and

classroom norms and discourse could vary based on

the types of mathematical topics and tasks

(Henningsen & Stein, 1997; Hiebert & Wearne, 1993),

[Table 2] Participants and Lesson Topic

Note. a All names are Pseudonym
    b Years of Teaching

2. Data Collection and Analysis

Individual teachers were observed two times, once

per semester, because this study assumed that

analyzing teachers over time might be useful for

generalizing their classroom norms and discourse.
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The observed topics were Ration and Rate and

Ratio Graph. Data consisted of interviews, classroom

observation recordings, and field-notes.

2.1. Interview Data

This study used semi-structured open-ended

interview methods, so that the participants and I as

researchers could reach a common understanding

about research topics. The participants could request

additional explanations about interviews questions,

and I could request additional information about

participants’ responses. In this way, the participants

and I could be coauthors of the data collection

process (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). Thus, although

I prepared sample interview questions based on

Gaffney (2014) and Tatto et al.'s (2008) studies, I

skipped some or added other questions based on the

teachers’ responses. The first interview data were

collected to analyze teachers’ beliefs about

mathematics teaching and learning and about their

students’ abilities and motivation before I conducted

first observation. Sample interview questions are as

follows: (a) how do you think about your students’

motivation and abilities? (b) what are the roles of

mathematics teachers and students? (c) what goals

do you have for your mathematics students? and (d)

what is the most effective teaching method for your

students?

The second interview data were collected right

after observation to explore the intentions of specific

classroom norms and discourses. Through the

post-observation interview, I could verify my

interpretations of the classroom. Also, when I found

that teachers’ beliefs and instructions practices were

misaligned, I asked teachers to explain the reasons.

In addition, I asked about their teaching strategies

to support marginalized students (e.g., low

achievers). I delayed this question until after

observations so that it would not affect how

teachers taught or evoke the Hawthorne effect

(Fraenkel, Wallen, & Hyun, 1993) by alerting them

to a specific aspect of their teaching. In the same

vein, to observe teachers’ ordinary instructional

practices, I intentionally asked all equity related

questions after their instruction.

2.2. Observation Data

Based on teachers’ preferences, I recorded the

observed classes using a video or audio recorder.

When I could not visit the classroom, the classroom

teacher recorded his/her instruction and sent it to

me. All data were transcribed by Korean

undergraduate students and me using InqScribe to

record time-stamped tags for each individual

discourse. To determine students’ identity, power,

and equity issues, I analyzed the transcribed data

based on two categories: classroom norms and

discourses. The classroom norms were analyzed into

two parts using Cobb et al.'s (2009) analytical tools:

classroom social norms and sociomathematical norms

The classroom social norms focused on how

students participated in classroom activities and

discourse, how they were obliged to do so in class

(roles), and who evaluate students’ ideas. The

sociomathematical norms concerned what ideas

counted as valuable information, how mathematical

argumentation was implemented, and what kinds of

mathematical understanding students should acquire.

It is important to acknowledge that although Cobb

et al. (2009) divided classroom norms into three

levels [Table 1], I analyzed only the first two.

Because these norms influence the development of

the third norm (classroom mathematical practices), I

assumed that analyzing classroom social norms and

sociomathematics norms would shed sufficient light

on the third norm.

Classroom discourse was strongly related to

classroom norms, so some studies analyzed it as a

sub-research domain of classroom norms (e.g.,

Yackel & Rasmussen, 2002). However, because of

the significant influence of classroom discourse on

the development of students’ learning, thinking, and
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Level Coding

Level 1 & 2

Is it math discourse?

・No_math (NM) ・Math (M)
Who is the speaker?

・Teacher (T) ・ Student (S)

M_T

NM_T

M_S

NM_S

Level 3

What is the purpose of discourse?

- Give High cognitive demand

Information (HI)

- a High cognitive demand Request (HR)
- Give Low cognitive demand

Information (LI)

- a Low cognitive demand Request (LR)

T_HI

T_HR

T_LI

T_LR

S_HI

S_HR

S_LI,

S_LR

Level 4

Is there a power relationship?

- a Evaluate/correct/reject/doubt
other’s response (ECJD)

- a Acknowledge/claim (ACK)

T_ACK

T_ECJD

S_ACK

S_ECJD

Level 5
b How is power distributed?
・Teacher (T) ・ Dominant Student (DS)
・Marginalized Students (MS)
- Who dominate talk

- Who make a contribution to learning?

- Whose ideas are taken up?

T

DS

MS

identity (Ball, 1991; Hiebert et al., 2005; Esmonde,

2012), this study examined individual classroom’

discourses pattern separately. First, classroom

discourse was analyzed who speak to whom

(Nathan & Knuth, 2003). Given that most classroom

discourse is initiated by and dominated by teachers,

I especially focused on student-initiated discourse.

Then I analyzed the purpose of the discourse using

Bishop’s (2012) analytic tool. Building on positioning

theory (Gee, 2011; Dames & Harré, 2001), Bishop

analyzed utterances in mathematics classroom and

categorizes them into those that give information

and those that request information. Bishop also

argued that a person who exercises power is likely

to implement the following utterances: (a)

evaluate/correct/reject/doubt other’s response, (b)

acknowledge/confirm, (c) request information (e.g.,

posing questions/request action), and (d) initiate

discourse. On the other hand, a person who does

not have power is likely to provide basic

information, and listen and follow other’s discourses.

All classroom discourses were coded into five

levels according to these questions: (1) is it

mathematical discourse? (2) who speaks to whom?

(3) what is the purpose of the utterance? (4) is

there a power relationship? (i.e.,

evaluate/correct/reject/doubt other’s response) (5)

how power is distributed? whose voices are heard?

[Table 3-1]. The non-mathematical discourse, such

as regulative utterances and jokes, were categorized

as non-math at the first level and were not

analyzed further. If an utterance included both

evaluation and acknowledgment, both were coded.

For example, “You are right. Please explain it again

using the terms of relationship” could be coded as

Math⇒Teacher initiated⇒T_HR (High request) ⇒

T_Evaluation/Acknowledge [Table 3-2]

The fifth level was analyzed further based on

two criteria. First, the accuracy of students’

utterances was examined to determine their

mathematical abilities. For example, students who

gave correct responses and easily responded to

questions before their teacher taught the related

mathematical concepts were viewed as dominant

(non-marginalized) students. Second, students who

expressed their ideas without waiting to be called

on and were called on by their teacher several

times were also regarded as dominant students.

This was because, marginalized students were not

likely to actively participate in whole class

interactions (Fredricks, Blumenfeld, &Paris,2004;

Wigfield& Eccles, 2000).

[Table 3-1] Utterance Analysis Levels

Note. a means evidence of the power
     b power distribution was not statistically analyzed
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[Table 3-2] Coding Sample

Coding Utterance (Choi’s classroom)

S_HI

S: By measuring angle of each part, we

can find the percept of the part, since

360∘ is equal to 100%.

T_LI

T: Today, we are going to study the

meaning of the circle graph and then

make a circle graph.

S_HI

S_ECJD

S: (After watching peer’s circle graph)

You should write the number in the

individual section of the circle graph

T_LI

T_ECJD

T_ACK

T: Yes, we can make a circle graph by

using a ratio table

S_LR

S_ACK

S: (When teachers asked whether you

agree with her explanation) Yes, I agree

S_HR
S: Why do we learn the circle graph,

even though we know the band graph?

T_LR T: What did you learn last lesson?

To verify the reliability of the code system from

level 1 to 4, classroom discourse of one mathematics

classroom was independently coded by the author

and a Korean graduate researcher and then the

codings were compared with an 89% agreement

rate. Discrepancies were mostly in the categorization

of students’ utterances into HI (high cognitive

demand information) or LI (low cognitive demand

information) and were resolved by establishing an

additional guideline: students’ utterances that were

similar with their peers’ previous utterance were

coded as LI regardless of whether information was

High or not. Using the modified coding system,

then, the author of this study coded all utterances of

the six classrooms. In order to determine similarities

or differences in the frequencies of

mathematical-nonmathematical utterances,

teacher-student utterances, and purposes of the

utterance were statistically significant, Pearson’s

Chi-square tests were used by using SPSS 22.0. It

is important to acknowledge that power distribution

at level 5 was not statistically analyzed. Instead, it

was conceptually analyzed by reassembling and

synthesizing other coding data.

Ⅳ. Findings

First, individual teachers’ beliefs and their

classroom norms are discussed. Then, the discourses

of the three classrooms are examined together.

Lastly, I discuss the relationship between teachers’

beliefs and their classroom norms and discourse in

connection with students’ identity, power, and equity

issues.

1. Kim

1.1. Beliefs

Kim tried to teach mathematics through

argumentation to increase students’ interest and

reasoning abilities because when she taught

mathematics concepts through drill and practice, her

students could not solve high-cognitive demand

problems and lost interest in learning mathematics.

Thus, she designed and implemented tasks to

increase students’ interests, participation, and

mathematical understanding. In terms of evaluation,

she tried not to evaluate students’ answers directly

because, according to her, if she evaluated individual

students’ responses directly, only a few who knew

correct answers could participate in classroom

discourse. During observations, Kim specifically

emphasized student’s oral expression to help them

internalize mathematics concepts and increase their

participation. Kim said,

I think that students should be provided

opportunities to express mathematics concepts orally

These experiences help them to easily understand

and memorize mathematics concepts. Also, it

increases students’ participation in the classroom.

Similarly, in order to support the learning of

marginalized students, she believed that teachers

should provided them with opportunities to express
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their ideas orally.

1.2 Classroom social norms

Kim typically began her mathematics class by

introducing interesting life-related problems. For

example, she used survey data in newspaper

featuring a travel to teach band graph. Before

asking students to solve problems, she introduced

mathematical concepts relatively directly (e.g., how

to make a band graph). Then, she provided

problems for students to solve individually.

Interestingly, she did not expect her students to

solve all the problems on the worksheet and even

let them do other simple tasks based on their

preferences. Specifically, there were four kinds of

survey data in the newspaper, but she asked

students to make as many band graphs as they

could. She also let students make extra band graphs

using artificial data if they wanted. After individual

activities, she led the whole-class discussion of their

solutions. In such cases, she did not evaluate

students’ responses but rather appraised their

participation.

Similarly, in the first observation, although the

textbook asked students to explain six concepts of

Rate and Ratio (e.g., people density and water

concentration), she let students select three that

they wanted to explain. In addition, she let students

explain the selected concepts to three friends in

class, and asked the peers to evaluate the students’

explanations, which means that Kim did not herself

evaluate them. The classroom social norms of Kim’s

class could be summarized as follows: (a) students

were obliged to understand teachers’ explanations;

(b) students were expected to investigate interesting

problems; and (c) students could select mathematical

tasks and evaluators.

1.3. Sociomathematics norms

When Kim explained mathematical concepts at

the beginning of the lesson, she demonstrated

specific mathematical concepts and procedures.

Except for the first few explanations, however, Kim

less concerned about the accuracy of students’

mathematical arguments. Instead, she accepted

almost all students’ answers and responded to them

positively. She encouraged marginalized students’

responses and asked students to solve and interpret

a problem in various ways. When one student made

an artificial band graph regarding his food

preferences and wrote, “I like chicken 50% and like

beef 30%, and like pizza and spicy rice cake

(Tteokbokki) 10%, respectively”, she showed no

concern about the statement’s mathematical

accuracy. Because his band graph was based on not

the collected data but his personal preferences, his

answer was wrong. However, she asked his peers

to interpret his graphs differently [Appendix A]. In

short, the student’s mathematical performance was

evaluated according to participation or the number

of times the student answered, not on competence

per se.

In the post-observation interview, she said that

she did not want to let him down by rejecting his

answer. Moreover, during the two observations,

students were not asked to explain their solutions

but to give a simple answer, which might help

students easily express their thoughts. If the teacher

felt that a response was totally incorrect, she

provided the right answer without eliciting additional

explanation or discussion. The sociomathematics

norms of Kim’s class were as follows: (a)

mathematics reasoning and accuracy were less

important than students’ participation and interest;

and (b) students were asked to find a solution and

to explain the answer with very simple language.

2. Choi

2.1. Beliefs

Although Choi concerned about students’ interests,

she more focused on mathematical accuracy. This
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was because, Choi felt that some students could not

understand mathematical concepts through

investigation, and she concerned about students’

achievement. In order to achieve two goals

(students’ interests and mathematical accuracy), Choi

said that she usually designed two sets of tasks;

one for investigation-based activities and the other

for practice-based activities. That way, after

students learned mathematical concepts through

investigation, she spent time in the practice-based

activities to specifically describe the concept again.

To support the learning of marginalized students,

also, she gave them extra worksheets or personally

taught them during the break time. That is, she did

not explicitly support marginalized students during

the lesson at the expense of other students’ interest

and reasoning.

Choi: Well, sometimes I felt that students’

investigations could not guarantee mathematical

understanding. Especially, low achievers do not

understand the purpose of activities. Thus, I used to

just give them a worksheet with clear explanations

of the concepts and procedures.

2.2 Classroom social norms

Choi was in charge of determining who could

speak and when/what to do. She said “attention” or

“be quiet” several times and asked students to listen

carefully and respond to her questions quickly and

correctly. She continuously checked students’

understanding of her directions by saying “what did

I say?” and “do you understand?” Regarding lesson

organization, she first asked students to think about

the previous lesson to connect it to today’s lesson.

Compared to other teachers, she spent a lot of time

connecting previous lessons to current ones. For

example, when she taught the circle graph, the

classroom discussed the difference between band

and circles graphs for 10 minutes. In addition, at the

beginning, middle, and end of the class, she asked

students to explain why they had to use

multiplication and division to make a ratio, not

addition and subtraction (e.g., 2:4=4:8 [times 2] vs

2:4=4:6 [add 2]) by connecting previous lesson. In

the post-observation interview, Choi said that

comparing previous lessons to today’s lesson helped

students acquire mathematical accuracy, so she

asked students to find similarities or differences

between mathematical concepts.

After students had investigated new mathematics

concepts, she asked them to solve mathematical

problems as group activities. However, she also

wanted her students to follow specific steps she

suggested. For example, when students were

learning Rate and Ratio, she gave them 2L bottles

of Coca-Cola and Sprite and asked them to make

mixed beverages by following her instructions, such

as one cup of cola and two cups of Sprite. That is,

although she modified textbook activities and

prepared real-life problems to increase students’

investigation, she wanted her students to exactly

follow her steps. Another example was that when

students were learning how to make a circle graph,

she let them discuss the steps at first. However,

after group discussion, she wrapped up students’

ideas and summarized the task procedurally, such as

step 1, make a table and step 2, check whether the

sum was 100 [Appendix B]. The social norms of

Choi’s class could be summarized as follows: (a)

students were expected to connect the previous

lesson to the current one; (b) students were

expected to listen to, understand, and respond to the

teacher’s explanations accurately; and (c) students

response were generally evaluated by the teacher

2.3. Sociomathematics norms

Mathematical accuracy and procedures were

important in Choi’s class. When she taught rate and

ration, she asked students to repeat what she said

several times, “Repeat after me 2 to 1 (2:1)”. Also,

when student provided inaccurate answers, she

corrected the response or asked other students to
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correct it (I think additional explanation is needed).

When Choi confirmed mathematical concepts or

procedures, she asked students whether they agreed

or not. Interestingly, although Choi asked for

students’ commentary on a classmate’s problem

solving several times, none of them disagreed with

his/her peer’s previous comment, except for few

cases. When students’ response was incorrect or

insufficient, only Choi did provide the answer. In

fact, most of the students’ responses were correct

compared to those of the students in Kim’s class.

This difference might be caused by the fact that

students might recognize the sociomathematics

norms of class, one being that their teacher wanted

to hear only correct answers, so only students who

knew correct answers expressed their ideas, and

other students kept silent. Thus, the students’

discourse was usually dominated by a few high

achieving students. The only situations in which

students freely provided their ideas occurred during

the beginning of the class when the teacher asked

students to compose questions after first reading

textbook. Interestingly, although these were

open-ended questions, the same students who

dominated classroom discourse voiced their

questions, indicating that the sociomathematics

norms in this classroom might have limited

marginalized students’ participation regardless of

types of questions. The sociomathematics norms of

Choi’s classes were as follows: (a) students were

obliged to provide mathematically accurate

responses; and (b) students could express their

ideas freely at first during the investigation, but

they had to follow procedures suggested by the

teacher when solving mathematical problems.

3. An

3.1. Beliefs

An believed that his students had learned

mathematics through memorization at cram schools.

Although students could solve problems, therefore,

they could not explain why. According to him, for

example, when students solved division of fraction

problems, they flipped the second fraction over

automatically. As a side effect of learning through

memorization, however, some students flipped the

second fraction without changing division into

multiplication (

÷ 


 


÷ 

 ). Thus, he usually

designed tasks that required his students to reason

about the mathematical concepts and procedures

they had learned previously in cram schools.

Although such practices took a lot of time, An

thought that the reasoning process might enhance

their mathematical understanding.

In contrast with the other teachers, he was less

concerned about students’ interest and participation

in mathematics because, he believed, if he provided

intriguing tasks, students would be naturally

motivated to investigate them. Another difference

from other teachers was the nature of his tasks. He

preferred to use mathematical problems themselves

(i.e., why do we flip the second fraction for the

fraction division?) and did not want to connect them

with real-life examples, which thought was

distracting students’ investigations. An also said that

sometimes real-life examples were not strongly

connected to mathematics concepts he was teaching.

However, he acknowledged that investigation could

not guarantee students’ mathematical understanding,

so he always explained mathematical concepts

explicitly after implementing investigation-based

lessons. During the practice-based class, he very

briefly explained mathematics concepts and asked

students to solve as many problems as possible.

Another purpose of using these two quite different

teaching methods was to support marginalized

students. He mentioned that during the

practice-based activities, he could directly support

marginalized students while their peers were solving

problems.
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3.2. Classroom social norms

Because the norms of the two mathematics

classes I observed were entirely different from each

other, I will explain them separately. In the first

class I observed, he taught the population density.

As he assumed that the concept relating to

population density was very similar to those of

previous lessons (e.g., rate, ratio, and speed), he

directly explained the definition and the formula for

calculating population density within 20 minutes.

Then, An asked the students to solve other

mathematics problems in the textbook for 15

minutes. For last five minutes, he checked the

answers to the problems through a whole class

discussion.

During the second phase (problem-solving for 15

min), he supported three marginalized students’

learning while standing next to them. During the

class, teacher An never called on students by name,

indicating that, although he posed questions, he was

not concerned about who answered but focused only

on whether the response was correct or wrong.

When a student responded correctly, he moved to

the next activities, and when the response was

incorrect, he repeated the question to make students

think about it again. The social norms of An’s first

class were: (a) students were expected to listen to

and understand the teacher’s explanations; (b)

students’ responses were evaluated by the teacher

only in terms of accuracy; (c) students were asked

to respond to the teacher’s questions without

waiting to be called on.

In the second class I observed, An taught ratio

graphs. However, he felt that his students did not

fully understand the concepts of ratio and rate, so

he designed an investigation-based problem and

asked students to reason about it with group

members. Using candies as props, students were

asked to justify why 1:2 is equal to 2:4 without

using fractions. Contrary to the first observation, he

rarely explained mathematics concepts, and students

were actively engaged in group discussion. As

students were struggling, he provided pre-planned

hints every ten minutes, such as ratios are the

relationship between two numbers, and the

relationship could be expressed using multiplication

and division. When a group was ready to give an

answer, the students went to An’s desk and

demonstrated their reasoning using candies.

Interestingly, An asked all group members to

explain their reasoning in front of him. For example,

if one student was asked to justify the relation

using multiplication, An asked other students to

justify it using division. If any of the group

members could not explain the reasoning properly,

An asked the group to back to their table and

discuss it again. The classroom social norms of

An’s second class were as follows: (a) students

were required to deeply examine one problem during

class; (b) students were expected to investigate the

problem in groups; and (c) students’ ideas were

evaluated by group-members first and then by the

teacher.

3.3 Sociomathematics norms

Similar to classroom social norms, the

sociomathematics norms of the two classes I

observed are described separately. In the first class,

An asked the students to solve mathematics

problems following procedures he suggested and

explained how to use conventional notation properly

to express population density. Students followed his

guidance without posing any questions. Students’

mathematical reasoning and argumentation were not

elicited. Using an overhead projector, for example,

An demonstrated how he found the population

density of Seoul. Then, he asked students to follow

his instruction (e.g., step 1 and step 2). The

students’ competence in mathematics was evaluated

based on whether they followed the steps exactly

and found one correct answer. The sociomathematics

norms of An’s first class were as follows: (a)
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students were expected to find one correct answer;

(b) students were expected to solve many problems

quickly; (c) students were not allowed to express

their mathematical ideas and argumentation; and (d)

students were required to solve problems using

procedures suggested by the teacher.

In the second class, students’ mathematical

competence was evaluated based on their reasoning,

so An’s students justified their reasoning in various

ways. Some students used multiplication to explain

the relationship between ratios (i.e., 1:2=2:4) and

others used division. Because students knew that

An wanted them to demonstrate their reasoning

processes, some students extended the problem with

additional ratios (1:2=2:4=4:8) to justify their

reasoning. Also, some students exemplified their

reasoning with a real-life situation, such as

distributing candies or eating candies [Appendix C].

In short, regardless of their abilities, all students

could engage in mathematical reasoning based on

their understanding. The sociomathematics norms of

An’s second class were: (a) students were expected

to justify their mathematical reasoning using

concrete objects; and (b) students were allowed to

use additional tools, numbers, or stories in their

justifications.

4. Classroom Discourse

As explained in the data analysis section, all

classroom discourses were coded into four levels

and then statistically analyzed. Given that the norms

of An’s two classrooms differed entirely from each

other, the discourse of each classroom was analyzed

separately; An_1 and _2 were found to be

practice-based and investigation-based classrooms,

respectively. Across all Chi-square tests, the

assumption of the test (more than 80 percent of

cells have expected frequencies of 5 or more) was

not violated (Pallant, 2013). The six classroom data

sets contained a total of 1503 utterances (discourse

moves) including eight types of discourse purposes

and four types of power implementation.

4.1. Mathematical and Non-mathematical

Utterances

Most of the whole classroom discourse comprised

mathematical utterances, accounting for more than

85% of the utterances in all classrooms. However,

the frequencies across the classrooms were

significantly different (Table 4, =48.372, df=9,

p<.001). Teacher Kim produced non-math utterances

at a significantly higher rate (13.8%) than Choi

(6.4%), An_1 (3.3%), and An_2 (1.4%). Most of

Kim’s non-mathematics utterances were made by a

few male students. For example, when Kim asked

students to analyze the survey data in the

newspaper, the boys spent time talking about other

news about entertainers. In addition, they frequently

expressed their negative emotions toward solving a

mathematics problem (I don’t want to solve it) and

made frivolous remarks (Teacher, do you know IU

[the name of female entertainer]).

On the contrary, Choi made the non-mathematics

utterances in her classroom when she felt that her

students were not focusing on her explanations. For

example, she would say atten, to which students

were required to respond with tion, completing the

word attention. In sum, while the non-mathematics

utterances in Choi’s classroom were used by the

teacher to regulate students’ activities and

participation, in Kim’s classroom they were used by

students to disrupt mathematics teaching and

learning. Interestingly, An and his students rarely

used non-mathematics utterances regardless of types

of instructional practices. Based on my observations,

I inferred that these differences might be caused by

two factors: First, An’s students strictly followed

the classroom norms, so he did not need to use

regulative utterances. Also, An respected students’

opinions, especially those of marginalized students.

For example, when some marginalized low-achieving
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students complained about dividing large numbers to

calculate population density, he distributed

calculators to all students to use. After this

distribution, all students investigated the problems in

the textbook without further utterances.

4.2. Cognitive Demands of Utterances

The eight types of mathematical utterances

(T_HI, T_HR, T_LI, T_LR, S_HI, S_HR, S_LI, and

S_LR) were grouped into two categories: high

cognitive demand utterances [HC] and low cognitive

demand utterances [LC]. The analysis [Table 5]

showed that most of the classroom discourses

consisted of low cognitive demand utterances, except

for An_2 (=57.406, df=21, p<.001). Specifically,

high cognitive demand utterances only constituted

about 14.8% of all mathematical utterances.

However, in An 2’s classroom, one-third of the

utterances were HC. This was because, as described

in the classroom norms section, he provided his

students with high cognitive demand questions

(Why is 1:2 equal to 2:4?) and asked them to

justify it in various ways.

To examine the relationship between types of

teachers’ and students’ utterances, additional analysis

was conducted across eight types of utterances

(Table 6, =133.372, df=21, p<.001). Students’ and

teachers’ low cognitive demand information (S_LI

[29.9%] & T_LI [25.9%]) and teachers’ low cognitive

demand request (T_LR 25.9%) constituted the most

dominant utterances in all settings (81%). Also,

students rarely questioned teachers or initiated

discourse (S_LR [3.5%] & S_HR [1.3%]). Therefore,

it can be inferred that students generally were

obliged to follow teachers’ guidance and to response

to teachers’ questions. That is, across all six

classrooms, traditional initiation-response-evaluation

patterns were most frequently implemented.

The relationships between S_LR and S_LI were

generally negative; when S_LR increased, S_LI were

likely to decrease [Fig. 3]. For example, Kim’s

students’ S_LR rate was the highest (7.8%) and

S_LI rate was the lowest among the four cases

(26.5%). That is, when the classroom norms allowed

students to ask questions, the rate of their simple

response to teachers’ questions decreased, which

means that students were exercising power to

initiate new utterance.

[Fig. 3] The Percentage of the Relationship Between

Students’ Low Cognitive Demand Information and

Request

[Fig. 4] The Percentage of the Relationship Between

Teacher' Request and Students' Information
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Type Kim Choi An_1 An_2 Total

Math_T 241 (51.9%) 359 (55.7%) 110 (60.8%) 126 (58.9%) 836 (55.6%)

Math_S 159 (34.3%) 244 (37.9%) 65 (35.9%) 85 (39.7%) 553 (36.8%)

No_math_T 28 (6.0%) 25 (3.9%) 4 (2.2%) 2 (0.9%) 59 (3.9%)

No_math_S 36 (7.8%) 16 (2.5%) 2 (1.1%) 1 (0.5%) 55 (3.7%)

Total 464 (100%) 644 (100%) 181 (100%) 214 (100%) 1503 (100%)

[Table 4] Frequencies of Mathematical and Non-mathematical Utterances

Type Kim Choi An_1 An_2 Total

HC 47 (11.8%) 68 (11.3%) 24 (13.7%) 67 (31.8%) 206 (14.8%)

LC 353 (88.3%) 535 (88.7%) 151 (86.3%) 144 (68.2%) 1183 (85.2%)

Total 400 (100%) 603 (100%) 175 (100%) 211 (100%) 1389 (100%)

[Table 5] Frequencies of Cognitive Demand Levels of Utterances

Note. HC: High cognitive demand utterances, LC: Low cognitive demand utterances

Type Kim Choi An_1 An_2 Total

T_HI 3 (0.8%) 3 (0.5%) 3 (1.7%) 7 (3.3%) 16 (1.2%)

T_HR 22 (5.5%) 31 (5.1%) 17 (9.7%) 32 (15.2%) 102 (7.3%)

T_LI 128 (32.0%) 147 (24.4%) 55 (31.4%) 28 (13.3%) 358 (25.8%)

T_LR 88 (22.0%) 178 (29.5%) 35 (20.0%) 59 (28.0%) 360 (25.9%)

S_HI 16 (4.0%) 23 (3.8%) 4 (2.3%) 27 (12.8%) 70 (5.0%)

S_HR 6 (1.5%) 11 (1.8%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.5%) 18 (1.3%)

S_LI 106 (26.5%) 194 (32.2%) 60 (34.3%) 56 (26.5%) 416 (29.9%)

S_LR 31 (7.8%) 16 (2.7%) 1 (0.6%) 1 (0.5%) 49 (3.5%)

Total 400 (100.0%) 603 (100.0%) 175 (100.0%) 211 (100.0%) 1389 (100.0%)

[Table 6] Frequencies of Purpose of Utterances

Note. HI: Give high cognitive demand information, HR: High cognitive demand request,

LI: Give low cognitive demand information, LR: low cognitive demand request

Type Kim Choi An_1 An_2 Total

No_ECJD 365 (91.3%) 559 (92.7%) 171 (97.7%) 165 (78.2%) 1260 (90.7%)

T_ECJD 31 (7.8%) 34 (5.6%) 3 (1.7%) 43 (20.4%) 111 (8.0%)

S_ ECJD 4 (1.0%) 10 (1.7%) 1 (0.6%) 3 (1.4%) 18 (1.3%)

Total 400 (100%) 603 (100%) 175 (100%) 211 (100%) 1389 (100%)

[Table 7] Frequency of Evaluate/correct/reject/doubt Other’s Response

Type Kim Choi An_1 An_2 Total

No_ACK 359 (89.8%) 522 (86.6%) 160 (91.4%) 195 (92.4%) 1236 (89.0%)

T_ACK 37 (9.3%) 65 (10.8%) 12 (6.9%) 15 (7.1%) 129 (9.3%)

S_ ACK 4 (1.0%) 16 (2.7%) 3 (1.7%) 1 (0.5%) 24 (1.7%)

Total 400 (100%) 603 (100%) 175 (100%) 211 (100%) 1389 (100%)

[Table 8] Frequencies of Acknowledge/confirm
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The data also indicated a relatively positive

relationship between types of teachers’ requests and

students’ responses [Fig. 4]; when T_HR increased,

S_HI also increased, and when T_LR increased,

S_LI also increased, except for An_1. In other

words, given that classroom discourses were

usually initiated by teachers’ utterances, the

dominance of low cognitive demand utterances in

class might be influenced by teachers’ low

cognitive demand questions. In other words, when

teachers’ utterances were HC, their students’

utterance were also generally HC.

However, that was not the case for An_1. This

was because, as described in the sociomathematics

norms, An_1 did not allow students to express their

mathematical ideas and argumentation. As a result,

students responded to teachers’ questions with

simple language (S_LI) regardless of types of

teachers’ questions; An_1’s students’ S_LI rate was

the highest (34.3%) and S_HI rate was the lowest

(2.3%) among all the cases.

Students’ requests (S_LR and S_HR) in An’s

two classes were 1%, which means that students

almost never initiated new discourses; instead they

passively followed teachers’ guidance. By

connecting this finding with the data in Table 4

indicating that his students had the lowest rate of

non-mathematics utterances (0.5%), we might infer

that his students were very accustomed to

classroom norms, such as what they were expected

to do, so they did not need to ask questions.

Moreover, The highest S_HI rate (12.8%) of An_2

might be caused by the characteristics of

sociomathematics norms. Since the teacher provided

only one task and asked students to justify their

solutions, they might use high cognitive demand

utterance to explain their justification to their

teacher.

4.3. Evaluate/correct/reject/doubt and

Acknowledgment utterances.

Table 7 presents the frequencies of

Evaluate/correct/reject/doubt (ECJD) utterances (

=59.833, df=6, p<.001). All teachers’ ECJD rates

(8.0%) were substantially higher than students’

rates (1.3%), indicating that teachers dominated in

ECJD, and students rarely evaluated or rejected

others’ response. The An_2’ ECJD rate was more

than 20% of all mathematical utterances (20.4%).

This finding could be explained that An_2

interacted directly with individual students by

asking them to explain their reasoning to him in

one-one conversations, so students’ utterances could

be evaluated and rejected usually by him.

As for the frequencies and rates of

acknowledge/confirm utterances, Table 8 shows that

these were not statistically significantly different

(=10.592, df=6, p=.102) among mathematical

utterances. While An_2’s rates of ECJD were

higher than those of other teachers [Table 7],

An_2’s ACK rate was not different from those of

the other cases, indicating that although he actively

evaluated and rejected students’ utterances, he did

not specifically confirm mathematical concepts;

instead, according to my observation, he expected

his students to understand mathematical concepts

based on his rejection and doubting. Thus, his

students showed the highest S_HI rate (See Table

6, 12.8%). Given that all teachers’ ACK rates

(9.3%) were higher than their students’ rates

(1.7%), however, I could assume that teachers

usually confirmed mathematics concepts and

students’ argumentations, but that was not the case

for students; they tended to accept what was said

without doubts.

5. Equity and Inequity in Classroom

This study defined equity as equal distribution of

learning opportunities (Esmonde, 2012), which

means that students could participate in
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Kim

Choi & An_1

An_2

mathematics learning regardless of their previous

mathematical abilities and characteristics. Also, this

study defined marginalized students as those who

had low mathematics achievement and were rarely

[Fig. 5] Conceptual Illustration of the Power Distribution

of Four Cases

Note. The frequencies between teacher and

students’ utterance were described based on

actual data. However, the frequencies of

individual groups of students’ utterances were

conceptualized based on the author’s

interpretation.

allowed to participate in classroom discussions.

Other students, including high-achievers, were

defined as dominant students. In order to

analyze equity issues in the classroom, the

power distribution of four cases was

conceptually analyzed.

5.1. Kim

In her classroom, a few male students

continuously exercised their power to interrupt

mathematics teaching and learning. To regulate

their utterances, Kim asked them to focus on

learning mathematics, but they ignored the teachers’

guidance and tried to dominate the whole class

discussion. For example, during the band graph

lesson, some male students continuously talked

about an entertainer described in the news, so Kim

could not move to next activities. At last, she

accepted some of students’ joking and responded to

their non-mathematical questions (Yes, I [teacher

Kim] know IU). That satisfied them and kept them

calm for a while, but the male students dominated

the mathematical discourse again by providing

simple responses regardless of whether their names

were called on.

When these male students’ ideas were given

priority in the whole class discussion, other

students just waited and kept calm, perhaps

assuming that they did not have the power to

interrupt the utterances. Consequently, in order to

make up for the time wasted on unacknowledged

utterances by some male students, Kim taught

mathematical concept rapidly and provided

opportunities for only a few well-prepared students

to explain their ideas. Marginalized students, thus,

did not have opportunities to ask questions or

initiate further discourses to solicit additional

explanation. That is, Kim distributed her power to

students, but a few male students took most of the

distributed power and identified themselves as

decision-makers of the whole class discussion. At

the same time, other less powerful students,

especially marginalized students, identified

themselves as receivers and complied with the

monopolization of speaking opportunities by some

male students. Thus, marginalized students were

more marginalized from mathematics learning [Fig

5].
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5.2. Choi and An_1

Choi and An_1 rarely called on students directly.

Instead, students recognized by the teachers’

change of intonation what was expected and

responded to them. Since a few dominant students

quickly responded to the teachers’ questions, other

students could not have opportunities to take time

to think about the questions. For example, when

An_1 asked how to calculate population density at

the beginning of the class, some students who

might learn it in cram schools immediately provided

the correct formulation. Thus, other students who

had not learned it previously were excluded from

the classroom discourse. Although An_1 supported

low-achieving students’ learning during the

individual activities, their voices were disregarded

during the whole class discussion. When teachers

had received a correct response from a student, the

teacher moved on, by assuming that the other

students had the same understanding.

Compared to An_1, however, Choi solicited other

ideas several times (Do you want to add

something? Do you guys all agree?), though

students usually did not provide the additional

explanation. This was because the ideas suggested

by the first speaker were usually correct and were

taken up and positively responded by teachers, so

there was no way accepting them. In order words,

both teachers distributed some of their power only

to dominant high-achieving students, who knew

correct answers, and so they could dominate the

whole class discussion. However, students who

needed time to make sure of their thoughts did not

contribute. Consequently, only high achieving

students who were mathematically confident were

included in the whole class discussion. At the same

time, marginalized students surrendered their power

as active speakers. and acquiesced their identity as

powerless listeners [Fig 5].

5.3. An_2

Students in An_2’s class were provided

opportunities to interact directly with the teacher.

An_2 called on individual students by name and

asked to justify mathematical reasoning. As he

asked all group members to explain their ideas,

marginalized students perceived their responsivities

and actively interacted with their peers and

teachers to gain an understanding of mathematical

concepts (the relationship between ratio and rates).

Also, as there was no one correct procedure,

marginalized students could contribute to the group

discussion and dominant students could not

dominate the discourses.

Specifically, although some high achievers gave

hints to marginalized low-achieving students, the

low achievers had to understand mathematical

concepts accurately and be ready to explain their

justifications. Because students might be asked to

use either multiplication or division, and the number

of candies that they had to use was changed,

dominant high achievers’ hints could not be applied

to all cases. In short, An_2 distributed power

equally among individual students, all of whom

might identify themselves as investigators. This

increased access to mathematical discourse

promoted equity in his class.

6. The relationships among Teachers’ Beliefs,

Classroom Norms and Discourse, and Equity in

Class

The above analysis demonstrates how

marginalized students’ learning opportunities can be

traceable by analyzing their teachers’ beliefs and

practices. According to the analysis, equity differed

significantly across the four cases. In particular,

teacher Kim was mainly concerned about students’

participation and interest, so she believed that

asking students to explain their ideas in their

language and refraining from directly evaluating
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Beliefs: Teachers more

concern about
Sociomathematics norms

Dominant

utterance types

Marginalized

students’ participation &

positioning

Kim
Students’ participation and

interest

Mathematics reasoning and accuracy were

less regarded than students’ participation

T_LI, T_LR

S_LI, S_LR

Excluded

Novice Listener

Choi Mathematical accuracy
Students were obliged to provide

mathematically accurate responses

T_LI, T_LR

S_LI

Excluded

Powerless Listener

An_1 Mathematical accuracy
Students were expected to find one

correct answer

T_LI, T_LR

S_LI

Excluded

Powerless Listener

An_2
Mathematical reasoning and

justification

Students were expected to justify their

mathematical reasoning

T_HR, T_LR

S_HI, S_LI

Included

Investigator

[Table 9] Relationships among Teachers’ Beliefs, Classroom Norms and Discourse, and Equity in Class

students’ responses might increase students’

participation and interest. Regarding classroom

norms, she let her students select mathematical

tasks, solutions, and evaluators and was less

concerned about their justifications of their

mathematical argumentation. As students could

easily access the whole class discussion without

consideration of mathematical content or accuracy,

however, a large portion of classroom discourses

was not related to mathematics lessons (13.8%). In

addition, a few dominant students (disruptive

students and high achievers) dominated the

classroom discourse and took other marginalized

students’ learning opportunities. That is, authority

was distributed primarily between the teacher and a

few students, who controlled the topics of

utterances [Table 9].

Like teacher Kim, Choi was also concerned about

students’ interests, but she was more focused on

mathematical accuracy. Thus, she frequently asked

why questions and designed tasks to enhance

students’ mathematical accuracy and reasoning.

After investigations, however, she explained the

relevant mathematical concepts and procedures to

make sure all students accurately understood them.

In terms of classroom social norms, students were

expected to accurately understand the teacher’s

guidance. Also, the sociomathematics norms

required students to find one accurate procedure

through discussion. Because Choi focused on

accurate mathematical reasoning and strictly

managed students’ participation, dominant students

who knew correct answers could dominate the

whole class discussion, from which marginalized

students were excluded.

Teacher An observed that his students could

solve problems but could not explain how, so he

was more concerned about enhancing students’

mathematical understanding and reasoning processes

than about accommodating their interests.

Acknowledging that investigation alone could not

guarantee students’ mathematical understanding,

however, he designed two sets of classes, one

practice-based and the other for

investigation-based. In the practice-based class,

students were asked to listen to and understand the

teacher’s explanations and to find one correct

answer. In the investigation-based class, however,

students were required to deeply examine problems

and to accurately justify and demonstrate their

mathematical reasoning using concrete objects.

Although the equity issue in An_1’s class was

similar to that in Choi’s, it was entirely different in

An-2’s class. By providing one high cognitive

demand problem that none of them had learned in

cram schools, he evaluated students’ mathematical

competence based on their reasoning. Thus, An_2’s

students justified their reasoning in various ways

and all students could equally participate in

mathematics learning.
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Ⅴ. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to examine the

relations among mathematics teachers’ beliefs,

classroom norms and discourse, and equity issues

in mathematics classrooms. The analysis revealed

that the participating teachers’ beliefs about

mathematics teaching and learning and about their

students’ abilities and motivation influenced the

establishment of classroom norms and discourses

that defined what students needed to do to be

successful mathematics learners. Also, classroom

norms and discourses affected the development of

students’ identity and power and the level of equity

in the classroom.

In particular, when teachers only focused on

students’ participation and interests, they were

likely to give basic and easily understood

mathematical information. Also, their students were

requested to provide simple information to their

teachers. As a benefit of this type of instructional

practice, students actively participated in classroom

discourse. However, some of the discourses were

not related to mathematics learning, and

marginalized low achieving students were excluded

from participation.

Also, when teachers most concerned about

mathematical accuracy, they were likely to explain

one correct procedure directly and ask students to

find one correct answer. In this classroom,

marginalized students were excluded from

mathematics learning because students who had

previously learned basic mathematical concepts in

cram schools dominated whole class discourses. As

a result, marginalized low-achieving students

identified themselves as listeners and were more

marginalized in the discussion.

However, when teachers concerned about

mathematical reasoning, they were inclined to

provided students with multiple entrance questions

and emphasized justifying students’ reasoning over

finding answers. As benefits of those norms,

students frequently produced high cognitive demand

information and participated in classroom activities

regardless of their previous mathematical abilities.

This study has several implications. First, the

influence of mathematics teachers’ beliefs about

their students, which has not previously received

researchers’ attention, was examined. Given that

teachers’ instructional practices are related to their

beliefs, analyzing teachers’ beliefs highlights how

marginalized students construct their identity and

power in the classroom, as well as how to

construct equitable classrooms. Moreover, this study

demonstrates the importance of analyzing class

discourse. Examining classroom talk can enable

researchers and educators to understand how

individual students’ identities are established in

mathematics classrooms and how identity

determines who are included and excluded in

mathematics learning. The eight types of classroom

utterances and their varying levels of cognitive

demand may also be used to examine teachers’

expectations of their students and students’

contribution to their learning. This analysis also

sheds light on the equitable or inequitable

distribution of power in the classroom.

This study also demonstrates the importance of

classroom norms. When teachers elicit individual

students’ participation and evaluate their

mathematical reasoning by interacting with them,

students are likely to develop positive mathematical

identities, and equity in class is enhanced. However,

when teachers are not concerned about individual

students’ learning and ask them to follow one

procedure, students are likely to develop

unproductive identities and equity is compromised.

These findings are aligned with previous studies

showing that investigation-based classroom norms

encourage students’ positive identity development

(Cobb et al., 2009; Cohen & Lotan, 1995; Stein,
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Grover, & Henningsen, 1996). In sum, this study

argues that teacher should be carefully attentive to

their beliefs, the establishment of classroom norms,

and the implementation of class discussion.

Some teachers attributed their students’

mathematics failure to lack of their effort and

mathematical abilities (Ladson-Billings, 1997).

However, this study suggested that students’ poor

mathematics performance, in part, might be

attributable to their teachers’ unproductive beliefs,

classroom norms and discourse patterns. Because

teachers consciously and unconsciously favored

those students who were good at mathematics,

marginalized students lost opportunities to

investigate mathematical concepts and participation

in classroom discourse resulted in poor mathematics

achievement. In other words, since the classroom

norms and discourse were established without

considering marginalized students’ mathematical

abilities and characteristics, the rich (high

achievers) got richer and the poor (lower

achievers) got poorer. Given that learning occurs

in social contexts, mathematics teachers should ask

their beliefs, classroom norms and discourse, such

as how should we construct mathematical

classrooms for marginalized students. In sum, I

suggest here that in order to achieve equity in

mathematics classroom teachers should conceive of

their beliefs and instructional practices.

This study examined equity issues in classrooms

by connecting them to students’ identity and power,

but this analytic strategy entails several limitations.

First, this study does not analyze students’

recognized identities and power through interviews

and survey. Thus, I cannot claim the degree to

which my interpretation is aligned with the equity

issues in the actual classrooms. In addition, I

examined only students’ discourse patterns in a

current classroom. Because I could not rule out the

influence of their past mathematics learning

experiences and family contexts, I cannot ensure

how much their current teachers’ beliefs and

instructional practices influenced the construction of

their identities and power. Lastly, I did not analyze

group discussion, so I also cannot verify the

influence of group discussion on equity issues in

class.

Building upon these limitations, I suggest further

research in this area shed light on equity issues.

First, researchers might study individual students to

examine how they interpret their classroom norms

and discourses and how these influence the

development of their identity and equity in a

classroom. For example, Cobb et al. (2009)

interviewed students attending two different types

of classrooms and verified their interpretation by

comparing interview data with observation data.

Second, group discussion could be analyzed.

Because many teachers implement group activities,

students’ identity, in part, is constructed through

group participation (Bishop, 2012; Esmonde, 2012).

Thus, analyzing group discussion might provide

additional information regarding equity issues.

Lastly, students’ identities are influenced by not

only teachers’ instruction but also their previous

sociocultural contexts (Gee, 2011), so examining

their family backgrounds and past learning

experiences might help researchers determine the

effects of current classroom norms and discourse

on students’ identity and equity issues.
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 [00:21:14.10] Yeonju: In this case, one eats one candy

and another eats two candies (1:2). In the other

case, one eats two candies and another eat four

candies (2:4). Thus, they are same.

[00:21:30.22] T: You are right. Please explain it again

using the terms of relationship.

[00:21:52.22] Yeonju: That is, when I have two ones,

it’s gonna be two

[00:22:00.14] T: Yes, it’s correct.

[00:22:02.13] Yeonju: Also, when I have two twos, it’s

gonna be four.  

[00:22:04.09] T: Then, what is the relationship between them?

[00:22:05.24] Yeonju: Times two relationship

[00:22:08.03] T: Yes, it’s the relationship of times two

[00:22:12.18] T: Let’s try one more problem.

(He arranges two sets of candies; one has eight and

another has four)

[00:22:21.21] T: Minseo, please explain it.

[00:22:25.22] Minseo: the relationship between two and

four is times two

[00:22:32.21] T: eight is the consequent and four is

antecedent. Please explain it again.

[00:22:41.28] Minseo: the relationship between four and

eight is times two

[00:22:44.09] T: Please explain the relationship between

four and eight by comparing the relationship

between two and four.

[00:34:21.25] T: Is there anybody who can make an

artificial band graph (using artificial data)?

[00:34:23.04] Leejun: Me

 (Leejun brings his graph to the OHP)

(According to his band graph, I like chicken 50% and

like beef 30%, and like pizza and spicy rice cake

10%, respectively)

[00:34:34.16] T: Let’s interpret Leejun’s band graph

regarding food preferences

[00:34:51.29] T: Dayeon speaking

[00:34:53.11] Dayeon: He likes the pizza best

[00:34:55.38] T: other ideas?

[00:34:59.02] Minjin: Beef

[00:35:02.07] T: Minjin speaking

[00:35:04.07] Minjin: Beef is the second favorite food

[00:35:06.21] T: Haewon speaking

[00:35:11.25] Haewo: He generally likes to eat meat.

[00:35:15.13] T: What is the least favorite food?  

[00:35:22.19]
a
S: Pizza and spicy rice cake

[00:20:21.01] T: What is the first step?

[00:20:22.24] Suhyeon: Make a table

[00:20:24.19] T: Raise your hand, if you want to speak

[00:20:27.49] T: Suhyeon speaking

[00:20:28.04] Suhyeon: Decide topic of investigation

and make a table

[00:20:32.03] T: Are there other ideas? Do you want to

add something? Do you guys all agree?

[00:20:.37:08] All S: Yes

[00:20:41.15] T: Ok, first step is making a table using

survey data. Then, what is next?

[00:20:54.05]
a
S: Percentage

[00:20:59.03] T: What does percentage mean? What

should be represented as percentages?

[00:21:01.01]
a
S: The number of data

[00:21:02.13]T: Ok, Step 2 transforming the number

into percentage. Is there any person who has

different ideas? I think additional explanation is

needed.

[Appendix A] Sample Episode of Kim's Class

Note.
a
Since a teacher did not call on students by name,

I could not figure out the name of speakers

[Appendix B] Sample Episode of Choi’s Class

Note.
a 
Since a teacher did not call on students by

name, I could not figure out the name of speakers.

[Appendix C] Sample Episode of An_2's Class
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본 연구의 목적은 수학교사의 신념, 교실 규범 및 교실 담화가 교실 내의 공정성에 미치는 영향

을 연구하는 것이다. 이를 위해 동일한 학교에 근무하는 세 명의 초등 교사의 신념과 수학 수업을

다음과 같이 분석하였다. 첫째, 교사의 수학 교수 학습에 대한 신념과 교실 내 학생들의 수학적 능

력과 흥미에 관한 신념을 인터뷰를 통해 분석을 하였다. 둘째, 수학 교실 내의 교실사회규범과

(Classroom social norms) 사회수학적 규범 (Sociomathematics norms)을 탐험적 사례분석 (Exploratory 
case study) 방법을 통해 분석을 하였다. 셋째, 교실 담화의 주체와 목적을 분석하기 위해 카이 자

승 검증을 (Chi-square test) 실시하였으며, 각 교실간의 차이점과 유사점을 비교 분석하였다. 넷째, 
수학교사의 신념, 교실 규범 및 교실 담화를 종합적으로 분석하여 교실 내 낮은 학업성취도를 가

진 소외된 학생들이 (Marginalized low-achieving students) 어떻게 ‘수학을 하는 학생으로서’의 (doers 
of mathematics) 정체성을 형성해가고 이것이 어떻게 교실 내의 공정성에 영향을 미치는지를 분석

하였다. 분석결과 교사가 학생들의 수학적 탐구과정에 관심을 갖고 개개인의 능력과 참여를 고려

해서 수학수업을 구성할 때 소외된 학생들이 긍정적인 자아를 형성하였으며 교실 내의 공정성이

향상되는 것으로 나타났다. 하지만, 교사가 학생의 수학적 흥미나 수학적 정확성에만 관심을 갖고

교사가 제시한 수학적 절차만을 사용하여 정확한 한 개의 답을 구하도록 지도할 경우 수학적 개념

을 학원에서 미리 배워서 알고 있거나 기존에 높은 학업성취도를 가진 학생들만이 (Dominant 
high-achievers) 수학수업에 참여하는 것으로 나타났다. 이런 점에서 본 연구는 수학 교사의 신념, 
교실 규범 및 교실 담화가 교실 내의 공정성을 미치는 영향을 조사 하는 연구에 시사점을 제시하

고 있다. 
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